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INTRODUCTION
Introduction
Cells, the smallest units of life that can function independently, communicate with each
other by sending and receiving a multitude of ‘signals’. The four main classes of
communication between eukaryotic cells are I) contact-dependent signaling, II)
paracrine signaling, III) endocrine signaling and IV) synaptic signaling. Recently, a new
class of paracrine signals is achieving increasing attention that concerns extracellular
vesicles (EVs). While the physiological properties and function of EVs are largely
unknown, one unifying critical feature seems to be that these vesicles package
functional subsets of proteins, lipids and, surprisingly, also genetic material, conferring
them the capability of ‘horizontal gene transfer’ between cells.
One particular, rapidly emerging EV-communication strategy concerns transfer of
material between cells via ‘exosomes’. Exosomes are a small nano-sized subtype of
EVs secreted by a wide variety of cells and are presumed to originate from specialized
intracellular late-endosomal compartments called multi-vesicular bodies (MVBs). MVBs
consist of numerous 40-100nm sized intraluminal vesicles (ILVs) enclosed by a limiting
membrane (LM). Upon fusion of the LM with the plasma membrane (PM) these ILVs are
released in the extra-cellular space and are then called exosomes (Figure 1).
Exosomes are especially interesting as they do not exclusively fit to any of the
‘classical’ categories of cell-cell communication mentioned before: they can be
transferred via (immunological) synapses, but presumably also act both in the close
proximity of the secreting cell as well as on distant target cells1,2. Moreover, their mode
of action might as well include both ‘ligand-like’ induced signalling by binding and
triggering specific receptors at the cell’s surface as well as functional transfer of
proteins and genetic material into the target cell by fusing either directly with the
plasma membrane or with an endosomal membrane after endocytosis.
While the exact contribution of cell-secreted vesicles to intercellular communication
has yet to be defined, one may speculate about their role in evolutionary processes.
Probably the best-known example of horizontal gene transfer is the transfer of
antibiotic resistance between bacteria, where small ‘packets’ of circular DNA, named
plasmids, containing the antibiotic resistance are transferred from one bacterium to
another3. Another mode of transfer occurs when bacteriophages, bacteria-specific
viruses, transport DNA between individual bacteria. At this level cells can clearly
benefit from each other’s presence while they functionally remain individual. Going
one step further, bacteria can synchronize their behavior on a community-wide scale in
a process called quorum sensing by releasing chemical signal molecules called
autoinducers. At this level, bacteria have the capability to differentiate and direct the
morphogenesis of specialized cells within a community, as is the case for Bacillus
subtilis4. Finally, EVs play a role in intestinal adherence, colonization and toxin (protein)
transfer by common enteric bacteria, reflecting evolutionary conserved functional and
pathogenic interactions with their host5–7. Even more so than prokaryotes – being
typically unicellular organisms – eukaryotes can display high complexity of spatial
organization, especially at the order of multicellular organisms.

	
  

CHAPTER 1

The change from prokaryotes to eukaryotes adds complex membrane trafficking, a cell
skeleton, and membrane-enclosed organelles to a cell, reflecting the demands of a
more complex cellular system. Along with this higher order complexity comes a
considerable increase in size of the eukaryotic cell that impedes the feasibility of
transport of larger molecules in the cell by means of simple diffusion. Instead, the cell
employs a sophisticated transport system between the different cellular compartments
in the form of vesicles that emanate and dissipate by budding from and fusion with the
different compartments of the endomembrane system. This vesicular transport extends
outward from the ER to the plasma membrane (PM), and inward from the PM via early
endosomes to lysosomes, and thereby provides routes of communication between the
interior of the cell and its surroundings. Cell-to-cell communication in eukaryotes
likewise is much more intricate than in prokaryotes and is an absolute requirement for
their organization within multicellular organisms. Contact-dependent signaling occurs
mainly via gap junctions and a ‘new’ type of intercellular connection that recently
caught attention in literature, tunneling nano-tubes8. Paracrine communication occurs
via the secretion of soluble factors that act locally on cells, whereas endocrine
signaling refers to secreted soluble factors, such as hormones, that can enter the blood
stream and affect target cells throughout the body. Synaptic signaling in neuronal cells
occurs via long axons and is in fact contact-dependent, while the cell bodies
themselves are located distantly. The immunological-synapse in contrast, occurs
between two closely interacting cells of the immune system, e.g. between antigen
presenting cells and T-cells, and allows for the exchange of a variety of factors
including proteins and RNA, in particular miRNAs9–13.
While originally thought to merely be trash bags of cells, exosomes are now known to
mediate functional transfer of proteins and RNA from cell to cell14,15, and are
implicated in a wide variety of processes in health and disease, including
development16, wound healing17, immunity18, neurodegenerative diseases19 and
cancer20.
Exosome biogenesis
Exosomes are generally considered to originate from MVBs, whereas microvesicles
(MV), initially also called exosomes21, bud from the plasma membrane (Figure 1). For
clarity, in nomenclature extracellular vesicles (EV) are usually subdivided in exosomes
and MVs22.
The biogenesis of exosomes encompasses the processes of sorting of (exosomal)
proteins to the LM of MVBs, the formation of ILVs by inward budding of the LM into
the lumen of the MVB, up to the fusion of the LM with the PM. The origin of the LM is
not completely understood, although some studies suggest an early endosomal origin
of the membrane. For example, the swelling of MVBs induced by wortmannin
treatment is a consequence of membrane influx from early endocytic compartments
combined with a recycling defect23. Another study using internalized HRP labelled antiCD63 is also suggestive of a plasmamembrane/early endocytic origin of MVBs, as after
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Figure	
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  Overview	
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  the	
  endo/exosomal-‐	
  and	
  related	
  pathways	
  in	
  the	
  cell	
  	
  
In   blue,   known   regulators   of   membrane   transport   (Rabs)   and   known   members   of   the   membrane  
fusion-‐complex  (SNAREs,  Munc/syntaxin).  

30 min incubation the HRP labelled CD63 was mainly found at limiting membranes of
MVBs24. While this is most likely true for specific MVB subtypes, other reports are
suggestive of a direct connection between the Golgi and MVBs, in human cells25 and
Arabidopsis26.
ESCRT-dependent mechanisms
The mechanisms driving sorting of proteins and inward budding of the LM are typically
subdivided in Endosomal Sorting Complex Required for Transport (ESCRT)-dependent
and –independent mechanisms. While multi-ubiquitin chains serve as a signal for
proteasomal degradation, mono- or short (<4) ubiquitin chains on proteins are
recognized and sequestered by ESCRT-0 through interaction with various motifs,

	
  

CHAPTER 1
including the ubiquitin-interacting motif (UIM) present on the cargo. Simultaneously,
ESCRT-0 binds to endosome-enriched phospholipid phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate
(PI3P), and recruits ESCRT-I and ESCRT–II. ESCRT-II subsequently recruits ESCRT-III,
which in turn recruits deubiquitinases and is involved in membrane budding and
scission27,28. Some evidence suggests that not just the initial ubiquitination but a
complete ubiquitination/deubiquitination cycle of the cargo is essential for sorting into
ILVs29,30, though deubiquitination is not required for the sorting of all proteins31. The
scarcity of experimental evidence for a role of ubiquitin in sorting of proteins into
exosomes suggests that ubiquitination might have more to do with the targeting of
proteins into the MVB-degrading (lysosomal) than the MVB-secretory pathway. In fact,
antigenic peptide-MHC class II complexes (pMHCII) are ubiquitinated and destined for
degradation in lysosomes32, while sorting of MHCII in exosomes is ubiquitinindependent33. Yet, knockdown of several ESCRT components affected exosomal
sorting of MHCII34, indicating that ESCRT can also function independently of ubiquitin.
Indeed, binding to any ESCRT can mediate ubiquitin-independent cargo sorting35.
Apart from a role in cargo sorting, the ESCRT-complex is also mechanistically involved
in the formation of ILVs by directing budding away form the cytoplasm and stabilizing
the neck (ESCRT-I and ESCRT-II), and scission, the cleaving of the bud necks from their
cytosolic faces (ESCRT-III)36. Interestingly, simultaneous RNAi depletion of key-units of
all four ESCRT-complexes (Hrs, Tsg101, Vps22 and Vps24) did not impair ILV formation
in MVBs, though the ILVs appeared more heterogeneous and the sorting of EGFR but
not CD63 into ILVs was strongly impaired37. Another more recent study indicated that
RNAi depletion of hepatocyte growth factor–regulated tyrosine kinase substrate (Hrs)
alone resulted in swollen MVBs where the formation of larger EGF-induced ILVs was
prevented38. RNAi depletion of both Hrs and CD63 resulted in a decrease in both
large and smaller ILVs. This indicates at least that ESCRT-independent pathways for
ILV formation and protein sorting do exist, and might also suggest that ESCRT works in
concert with other, e.g. lipid-driven mechanisms.
ESCRT-independent mechanisms
One of these lipid-based mechanisms is lysobisphosphatidic acid (LBPA), which is
enriched in ILVs40,41 and possesses the capacity to drive budding of membranes into
acidic liposomes just by the pH gradient across the membrane39. Apart from lipidomic
studies, further and more direct functional experiments showing the involvement of
LBPA in ILV biogenesis are currently lacking. Another lipid-based mechanism
suggested in literature implicates the sphingolipid ceramide, based on the finding that
adding exogenous SMase to giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) in vitro results in the
formation of intravesicular membranes42. Though RNAi depletion of nSMase-2 indeed
appears to block exosome mediated CD63- and miRNA transfer and from T- to Bcells10, EM imaging revealed that treatment with chemical nSMase-2 inhibitor GW4869
does not prevent ILV budding nor affects MVB morphology38. This raises the question
whether nSMase-2 is actually involved in the biogenesis of ILVs or rather more downstream in the pathway, e.g. trafficking or fusion of the MVB with the PM. Besides LBPA
and ceramide, cholesterol is implicated in MVB/ILV biogenesis. Like LBPA, cholesterol
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is enriched in ILVs of MVBs albeit that clearly not all MVBs do contain cholesterol43,
suggesting different sub-classes of MVBs. Blocking the function of ESCRT-III
interacting protein Vps4 resulted in the accumulation of large and cholesterol-rich
endosomes44,45. Similar results were obtained by knocking down ESCRT-0 member
Hrs/Vps27, causing endosomal accumulation of LDL-derived cholesterol, whereas
knock-down of other ESCRT-0, -I, -II, and -III subunits did not show any effect on
intracellular cholesterol distribution46. This could be indicative of a link between
cholesterol and ESCRT, and indeed, the authors suggest Hrs to initiate the ESCRT
pathway by orchestrating the formation of putative cholesterol rich micro-domains that
help drive the inward budding of the LM.
Taken together, this suggests that the lipid-driven mechanisms proposed as ESCRTindependent functioning pathways for ILV budding might exert their function at an
underlying and more structural level than currently recognized. In this view, lipid-driven
mechanisms are shared between ESCRT-dependent and -independent pathways.
Indeed, CD63 co-localizes with cholesterol and LBPA positive MVBs/ILVs47,48, while
CD63 positive ILVs not only can still be formed but their formation is even greatly
increased upon Hrs depletion, suggestive of a dynamic balance between ESCRTdependent and -independent mechanisms38.
Tetraspanin-mediated exosomal sorting
CD63 is a member of the tetraspanin (TSPAN) family and is, together with CD9, CD37,
CD53, CD81, and CD82 enriched in ILVs and exosomes49–51. TSPANs are known for
their ability to from versatile protein micro-domains called tetraspanin-enriched microdomains (TEMs)52 that consist of TSPAN-family members interacting with one another
and other, non-TSPAN protein partners. CD63 is the most studied TSPAN and is
involved in chaperoning specific cargo into ILVs of MVBs53,54 and MVB-related
organelles such as melanosomes, both ESCRT-dependent and -independently55. The
notion that CD63 depletion results in a specific decrease of a small (<40nm) subset of
ILVs suggests that TSPANs - apart from their cargo-sorting function - are also involved
in the budding process, possibly in a direct way by partitioning in lipid micro-domains
or indirectly by recruitment of other components of ESCRT-independent budding
machineries.
There is still scepticism among cell biologists whether exosomes indeed originate from
MVBs and whether the intraluminal vesicles should be considered as the precursors of
exosomes. Indeed, some suggest that not all exosomes are formed by MVBs but
originate also by budding from the plasma membrane56. What has fuelled the lingering
doubt whether MVBs can actually fuse with the PM is a lack of proper techniques to
demonstrate this directly. Reports on Rab-GTPase involvement in exosome secretion,
however, are highly suggestive of the involvement of MVB movement to the cell
surface as a prerequisite for exosome release, and thus favour the hypothesis that
MVBs are their cellular compartment of origin57,58. This does not exclude that part of
EVs are derived from the PM and may be considered as MVs. In fact, the similarities
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INTRODUCTION
with retroviral budding suggest this might be a legitimate form of MV biogenesis21.
The similarity between the budding process at the plasma membrane or at late
endosomal membranes is even more strikingly seen for human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV). HIV Gag mimics ESCRT-0 subunit Hrs, a modular adaptor protein involved in
membrane cargo and delivery to MVBs and engages ESCRTs by directly binding
TSG101 or Alix via highly conserved Late (L) domains. While in T-cells this Gagmediated budding occurs at the plasma membrane, in dendritic cells and
macrophages (inward) budding occurs at late endosomal membranes59,60.
Viruses and exosomes
Viruses seem to share many aspects of the biogenesis pathways with EVs, exploiting
the properties of the endo-exosomal pathway for their own benefit. HIV-1 infected
macrophages for instance produce virus particles positive for MHC-II and CD63, both
common markers for exosomes. Indeed, separating viral particles and exosomes based
on such markers has lead to much debate22,61,62. In fact, pathogenic picorna viruses
exploit host membranes ESCRT machineries to remain invisible for the host adaptive
immune systems63. Other examples are Human Herpesvirus-6 (HHV6), that uses the
intracellular MVB pathway to release its virions64 and Epstein-Barr virus (EBV or HHV4)
which exploits the endosomal pathway for transcytosis across epithelial barriers65. In
general, most if not all members of the herpesvirus family exploit endosomal
membranes and host vesicle transport machinery or their morphogenesis and exit from
the host cell66. Finally, exosomes isolated from HCV-infected cells can transmit
productive HCV infection to naive human hepatoma Huh7.5.1 cells67. Viruses not only
use the endo-exosomal pathway for morphogenesis and spread, but have also
hijacked this route to interfere with functional T-cell interactions across the
immunological synaps68,69. These examples further indicate that viruses likely evolved
from this pathway, or, conversely, that PM/MVB budding pathways have a viral origin70.
miRNAs in exosomes
Exosomes contain genetic material, including DNA and RNA71,72. The RNA content of
exosomes is enriched in various RNA species including mRNAs and microRNAs
(miRNAs), the most studied class of small RNAs, which can be functional in the
recipient cells9,10,72,73. Unlike array analyses that almost exclusively focus on predefined
mRNAs and miRNAs, deep sequencing approaches are unbiased and uncovered that
EVs contain a large variety of non-coding RNA species, including RNA cleavage
products, repeat sequences and structural RNAs74. Moreover, this study showed that
EV small RNA species mainly consist of small ribosomal RNA (rRNA), and miRNAs
represent only a minor fraction. Nevertheless, miRNAs have been highly considered as
potential biomarkers for disease75–77. A biological advantage of cell-cell communication
via exosome-mediated delivery of miRNAs could be its potency to influence the
physiology of target cells by directly preventing translation of specific mRNAs into
functional proteins. It is conceivable that miRNAs upon transfer to recipient cells will
play important roles in a plethora of biological processes, including the development
and function of the immune system and tissue homeostasis78,79, but may also promote
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oncogenic transformation events upon deregulation or virus infection80–82. Although
there is some evidence for the physiological relevance of exosome mediated miRNA
transfer in vivo83, the notion that viruses can exploit the vesicle-dependent miRNAsecretion system by loading their own sets of (viral) miRNAs into exosomes argues in
favor of the physiological relevance of this pathway9. Moreover, it became clear
recently that the heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A2B1 (hnRNPA2B1)
specifically binds exosomal miRNAs through recognition of specific motifs and controls
their loading into exosomes84 and that diversification processes of miRNAs related to
their turnover influence their release via exosomes85.
Physiological relevance of protein sorting into exosomes
The relevance of protein sorting into exosomes is currently poorly understood. Most
research focuses on the role of (proteins in) exosomes once they are secreted, i.e. how
they affect their target cells. It is, however, conceivable that protein sorting into
exosomes has an equally significant effect on the secreting cell itself as the exosomes
might have on their target cells. Indeed, some cells may use exosomal discharge of βcatenin to antagonize Wnt signaling, and downregulation or loss of the proteins that
guide the sorting of β-catenin in this pathway has been strongly associated with poor
prognosis in several human cancers86–88. In this particular study the (conceptual) focus is
solely on the secreting cell and not on the target cell. Whether this is the sole reason
for its secretion via exosomes - which would render this process a mere ‘disposal of
waste’89 - is not known, but in other cells the secretion of β-catenin via extracellular
vesicles is known to induce Wnt signaling activity in target cells90, which would be
suggestive of an active role for EV-bound Wnt post-secretion. Although Wnt-signaling
can also be attenuated via auto-lysosomal degradation of β-catenin91, it is not possible
to completely untether these two concepts for now.
Another intriguing possibility is that cells use the endo-exosomal pathway to establish
short range/confined protein signaling or gradients92. Wnt proteins, for instance, act as
morphogens during development and are involved in patterning decisions93,94.
Although many different hypotheses are under debate as to how (active) Wnts might
travel across tissues, one possibility could be transportation via exosomes. Indeed,
interference with specific components of the Wnt secretory pathway via exosomes
affected the development of Drosophila wings both ex vivo and in vivo16.
Development has many similarities with wound healing, which include cell migration,
proliferation, differentiation and extracellular matrix formation. Interestingly, exosomes
or EVs derived from mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are also implicated in recovery
from myocardial infarction, presumably by their angiogenesis-promoting activity95, and
kidney injury by activation of the (ERK)1/2 pathway96. The precise molecules in EVs that
exhibit these activities are largely unknown, though recent proteomic studies indicated
the presence of growth factor receptors, including PDGFR, cytokines, signaling, and
adhesion molecules also expressed in MSCs 97. Besides the action of proteins, miRNAs
might also be responsible for (part of) the regenerative effects observed98. In vivo,
transport of exosomes to these ‘target areas’ could be accomplished via the
bloodstream, or, more directly, by recruitment of these cells themselves, ensuring
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efficient transfer of the regenerative-exosomes. Indeed, Bone Marrow Derived Cells
(BMDC) can be recruited and assist in healing processes99, angiogenesis100 or
pathogenesis101. This recruitment itself can accomplished by factors like chemokines
secreted by injured tissue, and in turn can also include exosomes102,103. Recruitment of
BMDCs is also observed in cancer, where BMDCs ‘pre-educated’ with exosomes
enhanced metastasis and were enriched – or ‘recruited’ - in both metastatic and nonmetastatic sites in the lungs104. One of the ‘key’ molecules identified in this process
was the oncogene MET, which has an important role in migration, invasion,
angiogenesis and bone marrow cell mobilization105–108. An intriguing question is if the
effects of exosomes observed in cancer (e.g. BMDC recruitment and stimulation of
metastasis formation) could mimic processes in health, e.g. development, and/or
wound healing, as might be suggested by aforementioned studies. However, as the
field studying the role of exosomes in development and wound healing is still in its
infancy, the extent into which exosomes might play a role in these processes remains
unclear.
MVBs and signaling
The activation and termination of protein signalling are highly important and tightly
regulated processes, highly intertwined with the endosomal system. Endosomes
function as signalling stations that allow for sustaining, specifying and spatial restriction
of signalling109–114. After endocytosis, early endosomes are the critical sorting stations
where decisions are made whether cargo will be recycled to the PM, retro-transported
to the Golgi or routed into the late endo/lysosomal pathway for cargo degradation112.
Just as conceivable as endocytosis of receptors from the PM will impact their ability to
respond to environmental stimuli, incorporation of proteins into ILVs of MVBs will
affect their signaling capacity. Thus, sorting of proteins into exosomes directly
influences signaling by preventing further interaction with (cytoplasmic) effectors.
Though both G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) and G-proteins themselves are
found in exosomes115, it is not known whether downstream effectors are always sorted
along with their receptors into the ILVs or whether signalling complex-dissociation is a
pre-requisite for ILV incorporation. This will be further explored in chapter 4.
Mechanistic requirements of protein sorting into exosomes
Proteomic studies demonstrated that certain proteins, mostly trans-membrane
proteins, are selectively enriched in exosomes. This set of enriched proteins includes
TSPANs, with CD63 being the most well-known example, and soluble proteins like Alix
and HSP7049,51,116. An interesting question one could ask now is what mechanism(s)
ensure that proteins end up in exosomes, while others do not. In other words: are their
molecular machineries that selectively sort proteins (and lipids) into exosomes?
At present, different exosomal-sorting mechanisms have been suggested, that can
roughly be sub-divided in post-translational modifications of proteins that serve as
recognition site for the sorting machinery that incorporates proteins into ILVs and
trafficking via microdomains that facilitates membrane budding. The most well-known
post-translational modification determining exosomal sorting is ubiquitination
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(described in the biogenesis section, page 6). Mono- or short ubiquitin chains can be
recognized by the ESCRT machinery that drives incorporation into ILVs33,36. A study
using carbonate wash to separate membrane proteins from non-membrane proteins
demonstrated that most of the ubiquitinated proteins found in exosomes are not
membrane-integrated117, and membrane proteins therefore would as a general rule
require other mechanisms for ILV incorporation. Indeed, both lipid and protein-based
microdomains have been suggested to target proteins into exosomes118,119. Although
lipid rafts are typically defined biochemically in homogenized cell lysates by means of
detergent extraction they may have some relevance to living cells and might as well
coalesce with protein (e.g. TSPAN) micro-domains120.
These TSPAN protein micro-domains would structurally permit better defined
trafficking platforms than (the rather broad definition of) “lipid rafts”, and allow a
higher level of specialization as organizational units in membranes121. Indeed, a recent
proteomic analysis on the TSPANs and their binding partners demonstrated that
almost half of the protein composition of exosomes was accounted for by the TSPAN
interactome118. Another report demonstrated that CD9 and CD82 but not CD63
targets β-catenin to exosomes86, suggesting a direct involvement of TSPANs in the
exosomal sorting of proteins. In contrast, targeting of CD9P-1 TSPAN binding partner
to exosomes still partially occurs after silencing of its direct TSPAN partners CD9 and
CD81122, suggesting either redundancy between TSPANs or different functions of CD9
and CD81 that are not CD9P-1 sorting-related. Although TSPANs share structural
similarities it remains largely unknown how they are targeted to exosomes themselves.
CD63 and CD82 harbor a tyrosine-based YXXΦ-motif that might guide them towards
MVBs, since mutation of the YXXΦ-motif significantly decreased CD82 release via
exosomes, although the mutant did traffic to late endosomes/lysosomal
compartments123. CD9, however, does not have this motif and neither does mutation
of all its palmitoylation sites prevent exosomal sorting122. Thus, a general mechanism
for TSPAN targeting to exosomes is currently unknown, and, in light of
aforementioned observations, might be non-existent.
Besides ubiquitination and trafficking via micro-domains, another proposed
mechanism of protein targeting to exosomes is via membrane anchoring. Addition of a
short N-terminal acylation tag, a myristoylation tag, a phosphatidylinositol-(4,5)bisphosphate (PIP2)-binding domain, a phosphatidylinositol-(3,4,5)-trisphosphatebinding domain, or a prenylation-/ palmitoylation-tag to a cytoplasmic yeast protein,
TyA, targeted it to sites of vesicle budding in the PM and enriched the protein in the
EV fraction56,124. The findings described in these papers show similarities with retro-viral
budding from the PM and hence would be more suggestive of a role for these anchors
in MV budding from the PM rather than in targeting proteins to MVBs. Nonetheless,
palmitoylation is also known to transport Wnt3a through the ER-Golgi secretory
pathway and targets Wnt3a to MVBs while bypassing Rab5a, Rab7a and LAMP1
postive endosomes/lysosomes. This suggests that the presence of palmitoylated
Wnt3a protein in MVBs is not due to internalization of palmitoylated Wnt3a from the
PM25. Moreover, fusion of a RhoB-derived sequence containing isoprenylation and
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palmitoylation sites to other proteins directed their sorting to MVBs125. One should
note, however, that if the PM is the donor membrane of the limiting membrane - which
is probably true for at least a sub-population of MVBs, mechanistic elements involved
in biogenesis might as well be shared between ILVs and MVs22.
The specific function of palmitoylation in MVB targeting is unknown, but it has been
suggested that palmitoylation mediates lipid raft association of many integral
membrane proteins126, which would link together lipid micro-domains, protein microdomains, and membrane anchors like such as palmitoyl-groups. The relative
contribution of each determinant to the protein-targeting process to MVBs remains
unclear.
Mechanistic requirements for exosome release
Following MVB biogenesis and protein sorting into ILVs, transport of MVBs to the
plasmamembrane and heterotypic fusion of the LM with the PM are a prerequisite for
exosome release. Despite the current attention into exosomes function, direct insight
in the regulatory control and dynamics of exosome release is lacking, which in turn has
hampered unambiguous demonstrations of their physiological role in vivo22,127.
The transport of endosomes from the PM towards the nucleus back and forth along
microtubules is often orchestrated by Rab-GTPases that interact with kinesin and
dynein, while SNARE-complexes are generally involved in membrane fusion processes.
At present, several Rab-GTPases have been implicated in MVB movement, including
Rab11, Rab27a/b, Rab3557,58,128. While their exact function is not always completely
clear, most of these Rabs have been linked to the docking process of MVBs to the PM,
leaving candidate GTPases for the transport of MVBs from the nucleus to the cell
periphery unknown. SNARE (SNAP [Soluble NSF Attachment Protein] Receptor)
molecules are core constituents of the protein machinery that mediates membrane
fusion, a process that is critical for normal cell physiology. They consist of vesicular (v)SNAREs (VAMPs) that are present on the fusing vesicle that intertwine with target (t)SNAREs (SNAPs, Syntaxins) present on the target membrane. During fusion, SNARE
motifs of the interacting SNARE proteins assemble into a parallel four-helix bundle
initiated by the N-terminal tips, and zipping up towards the C-terminal membrane
anchors. As a result, the membranes are pulled into close apposition, which
destabilizes the lipid/water interface and initiates mixing of the lipids129. Currently, the
only SNAREs implicated in exosome release are SNAP23 and Syntaxin1a. SNAP23 is
implicated in exosome secretion induced by infection of biliary and intestinal
epithelium with the protozoan parasite Cryptosporidium parvum130, while Syntaxin1a is
implicated in Drosophila Evenness Interrupted (Evi)-release via exosomes at synaptic
boutons at neuromuscular junctions131. Other SNAREs involved in exosome secretion
have not been identified, but might well overlap with SNAREs involved in lysosome
secretion132–134.
Kinetics of exosome release
The kinetics of MVB-PM fusion and subsequent exosome release are largely unknown.
Although few triggers for exosome release have been identified so far, including the
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neurotransmitter glutamate in oligodendrocytes135 and TCR stimulation in human Tcells136, the exact nature of the stimulus-response dynamics are not known. Moreover,
the potential contribution of shed plasma membrane derived MVs to the total number
of isolated EVs in these particular studies is not known, and the technical approaches
are too indirect to provide accurate information about dynamics. This is mainly due to
a lack of techniques that can circumvent exosome isolation or detection from longterm cell culture supernatant by directly measuring ‘live’ release events, ideally in a
manner specific for MVB-PM fusion. This could potentially be accomplished by using a
whole-cell patch-clamp-based approach for the measurement of exocytosis137, which
can discern between complete integration of the secretory vesicle with the plasma
membrane (full-fusion exocytosis) and reversible fusion pore openings (kiss-and-run
exocytosis). Nevertheless, this would not provide information about the exact location
of fusion events. More significantly, this would not be specific for MVB-PM fusion
events but would also measure fusion of other vesicles with the PM, including
transport vesicles. A final consideration with this approach is that not all laboratories
will be equipped with the necessary devices or with the expertise to conduct this
delicate type of experiments. An optical, fluorescence based method could
theoretically circumvent most prior pitfalls, and indeed, microscopy based methods
have proven the most successful approach so far in providing information about MVB
movement close to the PM58. In chapter 6 we develop and explore a new optical
approach for assessing the kinetics of MVB-PM fusion.
Understanding exosome release has major relevance for cancer research
Cancer is a multistep developmental process involving neovascularization, local
invasion and distant metastases, in which the constitution and signalling interactions of
the tumor microenvironment (TME) play a crucial role138. The TME comprises the
activity of cytokines, chemokines, growth factors, biogenic amines, and upregulated
receptors that are not constitutively expressed in healthy tissue139,140. Next to this
plethora of (soluble) factors, exosomes are now emerging as important players in
cancer progression and metastasis2,141. The physiological relevance of (protein sorting
into) exosomes can viewed from two ways; 1) from the target cell perspective but 2)
also from the donor cell. EVs and exosomes in particular are increasingly linked to
cancer development and progression however mainly from the target cell perspective.
Indeed it has been shown that functional (mutated) oncogenes can be transported to
neighbouring tumor cells that do not express these variants, These exosomes appear
to spread their oncogenic activity by activation of transforming signalling pathways in
recipient cells although the mechanisms are not fully clarified. For example, exosomes
loaded with EGFRvIII protein change the expression of EGFRvIII-regulated genes in
recipient cancer cells, induce morphological transformation and increase anchorageindependent growth capacity142. Another way tumor exosomes promote cancer is by
modulating the tumor microenviroment (TME) and inducing angio- and/or
vasculogenesis. For instance, exosomes containing HGF receptor c-Met isolated from
melanoma cells induce vascular leakiness at pre-metastatic sites, promote premetastatic niche formation, but also reprogram bone marrow progenitors towards a
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pro-vasculogenic phenotype141. Tumor exosomes can also stimulate the invasiveness of
their target cell by activating plasma membrane receptors. EGFR ligand containing
exosomes, for instance, drastically increased the invasiveness of a breast cancer cell
line143. However, besides these distant modes of action, exosomes may also favour the
metastatic process in the local tumor microenvironment. Indeed, exosome secretion is
linked to invadopodia formation and secretion of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs)2,
while another report showed that fibroblast-secreted exosomes decorated with Wnt
promoted the protrusive activity and motility of breast cancer cells via Wnt-planar cell
polarity signalling1.
Whereas most studies assess the influence of exosome secretion on the target cells,
relatively little attention is paid to the effect exosome release may have on the donor
cells themselves. Tumor cells have pronounced perturbations in protein metabolism,
resulting from (over-) activation of different stimulatory and anti-apoptotic signaling
pathways. Protein turnover is a balance between synthesis and degradation, and, at
least in hepatocytes and fibroblasts, it is the proteolysis that appears to be impaired in
cancer144. Since MVBs and lysosomes are both part of the highly interconnected,
versatile, pleomorphic endosomal system145, it is not difficult to envision that the
combination of perturbed metabolism and impaired degradation could influence the
dynamics of exosome secretion in tumor cells. Moreover, this would implicate that part
of the effects tumor exosomes may exert on their target cells is coincidental to the
exosomal secretion of a tumor cell that needs to get rid of its potentially harmful
overload of (mutant) proteins that cannot otherwise be disposed of89, and should be
taken into consideration in experimental settings using supra-physiological amounts of
purified exosomes either in vitro or in vivo.
Epstein-Barr virus LMP1 as a model to study the physiology of exosome sorting
Epstein Barr virus is a ubiquitous human herpesvirus (EBV, HHV4) that persists lifelong
in its human host by infecting and immortalizing B-lymphocytes. Besides being the
causal agent for Infectious Mononucleosis (IM or Kissing disease), a self-limiting
lymphoproliferative disease, EBV is actively involved in the pathogenesis of increasing
number of chronic, malignant and inflammatory autoimmune diseases146–148. Latent
membrane protein 1 (LMP1) is a virus-encoded onco-protein that plays an essential
role in initial B-cell transformation and establishment of latency, but and is also
expressed in many EBV-associated tumors149. Although there is no sequence
homology, LMP1’s downstream signaling mimics that of the human TNF receptor
family member CD40 and is thought to be crucial to guide newly infected (naïve) B
cells through the germinal centre (GC) reaction by providing essential survival
signal(s)150. Since LMP1 signals ligand-independently, thereby constitutively activating
NF-κB, strict control of expression and timely signal termination are needed. This
makes LMP1 an ideal tool to study signal-termination mechanisms beyond
(conformational changes induced by) ligand binding. LMP1 expression is restricted to
latency II (default) and latency III (growth program) stages of infected cells, before the
surviving cells access the long-lived peripheral memory B-cell compartment, the main
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site of EBV persistence at which stage only EBNA1 is expressed (latency I), adhering
the viral episome to the replicating host chromosomes151. Apart from transcriptional
regulation, rapid turnover of LMP1 was proposed to function as a regulatory
mechanism constraining its signaling activity152,153. Yet, the exact mechanisms
balancing NF-κB activation by regulation of LMP1 protein levels remained poorly
understood154. Since LMP1 is found in exosomes155–157 we exploited the special
characteristics of LMP1 to study the physiological effect of exosome secretion on the
secreting cell by considering exosomal discharge of LMP1 as an alternative way to
attenuate constitutive NF-κB activation.
LMP1 lacks endo- and lysosomal sorting motifs158 but it has been reported that LMP1 is
a substrate of the ubiquitin pathway159. Moreover, LMP1 harbors an active
palmitoylation site at its cystein-78160 and a hydrophobic lipid-raft anchoring sequence
(FWLY) in its first trans-membrane domain161,162. Therefore we also exploited LMP1 as a
model protein for exosomal sorting by examining each of these modifications as
potential molecular determinants for its sorting into exosomes (chapters 2,4).
LMP1 C-terminal domain and TRAFs
More than half of the LMP1 molecule, beyond its transmembrane domains consists of
a large cytoplasmic C-terminal tail, important for its NFκB activating properties163.
Downstream signaling occurs through recruitment of TNF receptor-associated factors
(TRAF) at the C-terminal Activating Regions 1 and 2 (CTAR1 and CTAR2)164–166.
Immuno-precipitation (IP-) studies in various cell lines show binding of LMP1 to TRAF1,
2, 3, 5, and 6167,168. In contrast, only siRNA inhibition of TRAF2 seems to abolish NFκB
activation and to increase apoptosis in various human B-cell lines169. TRAF2 is
characterized by a highly conserved C-terminal TRAF domain that mediates selfassociation and interaction with other TRAFs but is also responsible for receptor
binding and interactions with other adapter and signaling molecules. TRAF2 can
oligomerize with itself or form heteromers with TRAF1 or TRAF6 and can regulate two
distinct signaling cascades that lead to activation of NFκB and JNK170. The protein is
regulated by self-induced proteasomal degradation via ubiquitination which is
dependent on its zinc-binding RING-domain171. Apart from proteasomes, TRAF2 can
also be degraded by targeting to lysosomes, for instance via association with A20172.
Phosphorylation of TRAF2 by PKC facilitates recruitment of IKKα and IKKβ to the TNF
receptor at the plasma membrane, but also K63-linked polyubiquitination at Lys-31,
which, other than the Cys-34 poly-ubiquitination required for degradation, further
contributes to the activation of the IKK and JNK kinases173.
The RING-domain involved in proteasomal degradation is also involved in the
translocation of the TRAF2-receptor complexes to raft-domains, a process that is
important for signal initiation. TRAF1 can subsequently remove TRAF2-receptor
complexes from these raft-domains, which is required for sustained signaling over
longer time periods. Deletion of the RING-domain prevents the translocation of TRAF2
to the raft-domains, and consequently abrogates downstream signaling of TRAF2.
Substitution of the RING-domain by a myristoylation-palmitoylation signal peptide
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could partly restore the signaling174, indicating that the sub-cellular raft-like
“clustering” and “localization dynamics” of TRAF2 are crucial for its function.
Scope and outline of this thesis
A thorough understanding of ‘why’ cells in general - or cancer cells specifically, release
exosomes ultimately requires an answer to the question ‘how’ they do it, by
deciphering the underlying mechanisms at the molecular level. The scope of this thesis
therefore is to explore tumor exosome sorting and release mechanisms using various
model systems. Better insights into these mechanisms will allow specific interference
with these processes by chemical or genetic means to advance our understanding on
the role exosome release in vivo.
Outline
In c h a p t e r 2 , we explored in detail the subcellular trafficking of the viral oncoprotein
LMP1 to late-endosomes and subsequent release via exosomes. We investigated the
mechanism and effect of cellular discharge of LMP1 on constitutive NF-κB activation
mediated by the cytoplasmic tail of LMP1. LMP1 specifically sequesters the TSPAN
CD63 in cholesterol-low domains supporting incorporation into ILVs of MVBs. We
found that ubiquitination had no significant role in LMP1 sorting and release via
exosomes. LMP1 assembly into TSPAN-enriched domains at late-endosomal
membranes is shared with other signalling proteins, highlighting the importance of
late-endosomes in signal termination as discussed in c h a p t e r 3 . Because the precise
molecular requirements for late-endosomal targeting of signalling proteins are poorly
understood and ubiquitination seemed to have no role we evaluate alternative
mechanisms. In c h a p t e r 4 we investigated the putative role of the active
palmitoylation site of LMP1, and additionally in constitutively activated (CA) Src-Family
Kinases (SFKs) Src and Fyn. Palmitoylation is a stabilizing reversible post-translation
modification that functions as a protein anchor. Both LMP1 and CA SFKs require
palmitoylation to travel to late-endosomal membranes, as absence/mutation of
palmitoylation sites retains these proteins at the ER/Golgi region or early endosomes,
respectively. Palmitoylated LMP1 traffics to the limiting membrane of an MVB where it
dissociates from TRAF2 before incorporation into ILVs where signalling is terminated.
C h a p t e r 5 describes the methods we use in our laboratory to study functional miRNA
transfer from one cell to another by exploiting the strict B-cell tropism of EBV and its
incorporation of (viral) miRNA into exosomes. This chapter includes the current
golden-standard for exosome studies, isolation by ultra-centrifugation. Having
established a physiological role of exososal sorting and release of a signalling protein
we wished to study the final steps of MVB biogenesis and exosome secretion, however
these studies were initially hampered due to a lack of proper tools to study release
dynamics. In c h a p t e r 6 we describe the development of an optical sensor to allow
visualization of exosome release from single living-cells. Using this tool, we explored
targeting and release mechanisms involved in MVB-PM fusion in cancer cells, a
prerequisite for exosome release. Finally, in c h a p t e r 7 , we provide in vivo evidence
for EV-mediated communication between tumor cells in a breast-cancer mouse model.
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